Levodopa changes the severity of freezing in Parkinson's disease.
Oral levodopa has been proposed to be one of the more effective medications to alleviate freezing of gait, but there is limited data on its efficacy. We evaluated the gait phenomenology of 20 Parkinson's disease patients with freezing of gait before and 60 min after a standardized levodopa dose using a rating scale based on the assumption that festination and akinetic freezing share a common pathophysiology. Levodopa abolished festination and freezing in 20% of patients (p < 0.0001), and reduced the freezing sum score from a median of 15 (IQR 6.75-27.5) to 3.5 (1-11.25), p < 0.001) in all but one of the remainder. Pre-dose ratings correlated with post-dose ratings, in that those patients with lower pre-dose item-scores also showed lower post-dose outcome scores. Levodopa's effect on both festination and akinetic freezing was linear, thereby supporting the concept that festination and freezing are variants on a continuity of episodic gait disorders in PD.